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service-oriented computing systems. This paper presents a Priority-Based Trust (PBTrust) model for
service selection in general service-oriented environments. The PBTrust is robust and novel from several
perspectives. (1) The reputation of a service provider is derived from referees who are third parties and
had interactions with the provider in a rich context format, including attributes of the service, the priority
distribution on attributes and a rating value for each attribute from a third party; (2) The concept of
‘Similarity’ is introduced to measure the difference in terms of distributions of priorities on attributes
between requested service and a refereed service in order to precisely predict the performance of a
potential provider on the requested service; (3) The concept of general performance of a service provider
on a service in history is also introduced to improve the success rate on the requested service. The
experimental results can prove that PBtrust has a better performance than that of the CR model in a
service-oriented environment.
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the interaction between self-interested agents, the ‘trust’ has
played a central role in these interactions [6], [7], so how
to evaluate trust value for a potential partner to complete a
requested service becomes a very important and challenging
issue in both MAS research and agent-based service-oriented
systems.
Nowadays, different models, mechanisms and approaches
have been developed to help service consumers evaluate
the trust values of potential service providers. SPORAS
is one of widely accepted models [8]. In SPORAS, each
consumer can rank the provider after interacting with it.
The ranking results will be kept in a central database. Upon
receiving a new ranking for an agent, SPORAS will update
the global reputation for that agent. Since SPORAS employs
a learning function for updating process, the reputation value
of a provider can reflect its general performance. SPORAS
is a simple model and can be implemented in different
applications. However, the central management mechanism
in SPORAS greatly limits its applications in open and
dynamic environments, particularly is based not only on
the reputation of a single agent but also the reputation of
the group which the agent in service-oriented environments.
REGRET is also a famous model proposed by Sabater
and Sierra in 2001 [9]. The contribution of REGRET is
to introduce the concept of neighborhood reputation and
group reputation. However, REGRET model does not show
how to build a social network with agents, which limits its
application in open environments such as service oriented
applications. Sen and Sajja proposed a service provider
selection mechanism based on a probabilistic calculation
of trust values given by a number of agents including
providers and consumers [10]. When an interaction between
a consumer and a provider happens, agents surrounding the
interaction can make observations on the performance of the
provider. A provider’s performance on a service is calculated
based on the observation from surrounding agents and
updated accordingly using reinforcement learning rules.The
mechanism has a good performance with a low number of
liar agents but becomes worse when the surrounding agents
include more liars.

Abstract—How to choose the best service provider (agent),
which a service consumer can trust in terms of the quality and
success rate of the service in an open and dynamic environment,
is a challenging problem in many service-oriented applications
such as Internet-based grid systems, e-trading systems, as well
as service-oriented computing systems. This paper presents a
Priority-Based Trust (PBTrust) model for service selection in
general service-oriented environments. The PBTrust is robust
and novel from several perspectives. (1) The reputation of a
service provider is derived from referees who are third parties
and had interactions with the provider in a rich context format,
including attributes of the service, the priority distribution
on attributes and a rating value for each attribute from a
third party; (2) The concept of ‘Similarity’ is introduced to
measure the difference in terms of distributions of priorities
on attributes between requested service and a refereed service
in order to precisely predict the performance of a potential
provider on the requested service; (3) The concept of general
performance of a service provider on a service in history is also
introduced to improve the success rate on the requested service.
The experimental results can prove that PBtrust has a better
performance than that of the CR model in a service-oriented
environment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, Multi-Agent Systems (MASs)
have come to be perceived as a crucial technology, not
only for effectively exploiting the increasing availability of
diverse, heterogeneous, and distributed on-line information
resources, but also as a framework for building large,
complex, and service-oriented systems such as Internetbased grid systems [1], e-market places [2], [3], pervasive
computing systems [4], as well as peer-to-peer systems [5].
Most of service-oriented systems are open and dynamic with
heterogeneous/distributed resources owned by self/semi-selfinterested agents and agents can also join and leave systems
freely. An agent in such a system can be either a provider
or a consumer for a service. The decision making for a
service consumer to select a suitable provider with requested
resources depends only on the incomplete information of
the partner agents, the local view about the surrounding
environment, as well as the experience of previous interaction with potential providers from third parties. Considering
978-0-7695-4322-2/10 $26.00 © 2010 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/EUC.2010.129
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In order to meet the current challenges raised from
service-oriented environments, researchers in MASs and
service-oriented applications have proposed different trust
and reputation models in recent years through the considerations of reputation, experience, and other features of open
environments [11], [12], [13] [14]. The most famous model
is the Certified Reputation (CR) model proposed by Huynh,
Jennings and Shadbolt [15]. In the CR, an agent reputation
is derived from references of third parties about its previous
performance. Agents can collect and present such references
actively to service consumers in order to get the trust from
their potential partners. Since the CR model allows agents to
evaluate trust themselves without using a central controller,
the CR model can be adapted to work in a wide range of
open and dynamic environments. However, there are still
several limitations in the CR model. Firstly, in the CR model,
a service is represented by a single item and the evaluation of
a service given by a referee is represented by a single value.
In the real world, a single value is hard or impossible to
express many complex contexts related to a service, in terms
of a provider’s performance on different attributes such as
speed, cost, quality, and constrains on a particular service,
and the priorities on individual attributes. Secondly, although
a service provider can offer several references to represent its
previous performance, but these references can only reflect
the best/better behavior/s of the service provider, without the
indication of its general performance for all services in the
provider’s history.
This paper proposes a Priority-Based Trust model (PBTrust) to overcome the limitations of the CR model. PBTrust
model consists of four modules which are the Request Module, Reply Module, Priority-based Trust Calculation Module
and Evaluation Module. The features of PBTrust model are
to produce the reputation for a potential service provider
from 4 perspectives, which are the provider’s experience
on the service, the similarity of priorities distributions on
attributes between the referenced service and the requested
service, the suitability of the potential provider for the
requested service and the time effectiveness of ratings from
third parties. The merits of PBTrust model include: (1) The
service is represented by a matrix including attributes and
priority distribution on attributes to reflect the rich context of
a general service. The evaluation result for a service from a
referee is expressed by a n-tuple, and a value of each element
in the n-tuple represents the rating from the referee for the
corresponding attribute in the service. (2) The concept of
‘Similarity’ is introduced to measure the difference in terms
of distributions of priorities on attributes between requested
service and a refereed service in order to precisely predict
the performance of a potential provider on the requested
service; (3) we extend the CR model by not only deriving the
reputation from third party references, but also considering
the general performance of a provider on a particular service
in history. The experimental results show that our model has

significant improvement in comparison with the CR model
especially when contexts of services are more complicated.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is
the detail problem description and definitions. Section 3 is
the principle of PBTrust. The detail introduction of PBTrust
model is presented in Section 4. Section 5 is the experiment
and comparison. The paper is concluded and the future work
is outlined in Section 6.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION AND D EFINITIONS
In general, a service can be described by a number of
attributes such as price, time, quality, etc. For different requests, the priority on different attributes of the same service
can be different. In order to deal with the relationships
between attributes and their corresponding priorities, we
make a service description in a formal way.
Suppose there are n attributes used to describe a requested
service and each attribute is in a requested priority as
the condition to complete the service. The service can be
represented by n attributes and their corresponding priorities,
respectively.
Definition 1: A service description is represented by SDes
and is defined in the following matrix format.


A1 A2 A3 ... An
SDes =
(1)
W1 W2 W3 ... Wn
where Ai indicates the ith attribute
Pnand Wi is the priority
value of the ith attribute Ai and i=1 Wi = 1.
Definition 2: Let Ratings represent the rating of performance of a provider on a service, given by a referee and Ratings is defined as a n-tuple, Ratings =<
R1 , R2 , ..., Rn >, where Ri indicates the rating value of ith
attribute of the service (recall Definition 1). Here the range
of Ri is [0, 100], where 0 and 100 represent the worst and
best performance for it h attribute.
In the CR model, the references of a provider can only
reflect its several good performances so it is hard for a
consumer to have a general view about whether the provider
has a consistent performance on the requested service. In
order to solve this problem, the concept of service experience
of a provider on a certain service is introduced in this model
and is defined below.
Definition 3: The service experience of a provider on a
service is defined as a 2-tuple, Exp =< SRate, SN um >,
where SRate indicates the success rate of the provider on
this service and SN um indicates the total number of success
times on the same service.
Definition 4: A service request is defined as a 4-tuple,
SR =< CID, SDes, RN, Sthreshold >, where CID
is the service consumer’s ID, SDes indicates the service,
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B. Reply Module

which is a 2 by n matrix representing the requested attributes and their priorities, (recall Definition 1), RN is the
number of references that CID requests and 0 < RN , and
Sthreshold is the threshold of the success rate for a provider
to qualify for providing the service.

When a potential provider P can offer the service based
on the requirement from Consumer C, P will provide
the following information: the provider ID, two reference
reports, as well as service experience on the service before
including success rate and total success times.
Suppose that P received 3 reference reports for its
previous performance on the same service from different
consumers representing by a set {Rf1 , Rf2 , Rf3 }, and each
element in the set is in the format defined by Definition 5.
P will pick up two best reference reports to represent its
previous performance on the service, say Rf2 and Rf3 .
Suppose that the success rate of P on the service is 70%
and total success times to complete the service is 35.
The reply information from P responding to the request
from C is as follows, (recall Definition 6).

Definition 5: A reference Rf is defined as a 4-tuple,
Rf =< Rf ID, SDes, Ratings, T >, where Rf ID is
the ID of the referee, SDes, (recall Definition 1), is the
service description conducted by the provider for the referee,
Ratings indicates the performance for the service, given by
Rf ID for each attribute of the service, (recall Definition 2),
and T is the time in the completion of the service.
Definition 6: A service reply is defined as a 3-tuple, SR =<
SP ID, Rf Set, Exp >, where SP ID is the ID of the
service provider, Rf Set is the set of references, including
several best references, provided by different referees to
the provider’s service before and the number of references
can be determined by consumers, and Exp is the service
experience, (recall Definition 3), indicating the provider’s
general performance on this service.

SR =<P, {Rf2 , Rf3 }, (0.7, 35) >
If more than one service providers have the requested
service and also have the intention to provide the service,
this module will generate more than one replies.
C. Priority-based Trust Calculation Module

III. P RINCIPLE AND BASIC M ODULES IN PBT RUST

This Module is the core of PBTrust model. The main
purpose of this module is to calculate the trust values of
potential providers based on reference reports from third
parties, service experience of providers, the time weights
of references, and the similarities between the requested
service description and the one from reference reports in
terms of different priorities on same attributes. These trust
values will help a consumer to select the best provider which
the consumer can trust to complete the service. The final
trust value for each potential provider is produced from
several calculation results in four perspectives, which are
the provider’s experience on the service, the similarity of
priorities distributions on attributes between the referenced
service and the requested service, the suitability of the
potential provider for the requested service and the time
effectiveness of ratings from third parties. The detail design
and calculations for each perspective will be introduced in
Section 4.

PBTrust consists of four modules which are the Request
Module, Reply Module, Priority-based Trust Calculation
Module and Evaluation Module. In this section, the purpose
of each module is described briefly. The principle and each
function in Priority-based Trust Calculation Module will be
introduced in detail in Section 4.
A. Request Module
The objective of the Request Module is to create a service
request based on the request from a consumer.
For example, Consumer C in an e-market place requests
a service described by 3 attributes, i.e. cost, speed, and
quality with corresponding priorities for each attribute as
(0.3, 0.5, 0.2), respectively. C requests 2 references and
the requested success rate for a potential provider on the
service in history should be at lest 70%. Based on this
service request, the Request Module will generate a service
description as follows using the format of Definition 1.


Cost Speed Quality
SDes =
0.3
0.5
0.2

D. Evaluation Module
This module includes two components. One is to generate
a reference report from a consumer for a provider based on
the performance of a completed service and the other is to
update the record of service experience of a provider when
a new reference is available for the provider.
1) Reference report generation: We use the same example as in Request Module and Reply Module to demonstrate
how to generate a reference report in this module. After
completing the requested service, Consumer C evaluates the
performance of Provider P on the service. The evaluation

Then, a service request SR will be produced based on the
service description and requirements of the Consumer C in
the format defined by Definition 4.
SR=< C, SDes, 2, 0.7>
The above example will be used for the explanation of
rest modules.
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result is represented in a reference report, (recall Definition
5) shown as follows.

A. Design Consideration and the Principle of Priority-based
Trust Calculation
In order to produce reliable and robust trust values for
potential service providers, we develop a priority-based trust
calculation mechanism based on the following considerations. Firstly, the third party reference is used to derive
the reputation of providers. Secondly, the term ’suitability’
is introduced to predict the potential performance of a
provider for requested service based on the information from
a third party reference about the provider’s previous performance and the information of new priority requested by
the consumer. Thirdly, the similarity measurement between
the priority distribution on attributes of the service from a
reference report and the priority distribution on attributes of
the service requested from a consumer is also considered.
Fourthly, the timestamp of the reference report is taken into
account to reduce the contribution of out-of-date references
from third parties. Fifthly, the service experience is also used
for the trust calculation. Sixthly, the influence of all ratings
from different referees are also considered. Finally, the trust
value of a potential provider is calculated based on the above
factors.
Based the design consideration, we develop the following
formula for the priority-based trust calculation in PBTrust
model.
PRN
Simk × SIndk × T Stampk
T rust = EW × k=1
(4)
RN
where, EW represents the experience weight of the provider,
Simk refers to the similarity of priority distribution of
attributes in the service from the k th reference report of
requested service, SIndk is the suitability indicator based
on the information of the k th reference’s ratings and the
priorities in the requested services, T Stampk represents
timestamp for the k th reference, and RN is the number
of references requested by the consumer and RN > 0.
The detail design for calculation of items EW , Simk ,
SIndk , and T Stampk in Formula 4 are introduced in
following subsections, respectively.

Rf =< C, SDes, < 60, 40, 90 >, 12/7/2008 > .
The above reference report shows the evaluation result from
Consumer C on the service SDes, completed on 12 July
2008. From Consumer C’s rating, we can see that C was not
happy with the speed of the service i.e. the second attribute
of SDes, was very happy with the quality of the service, i.e.
the 3rd attribute of SDes, and was satisfied with the cost
of the service i.e. the 1st attribute of SDes.
2) Service experience updating: The service experience
updating is based on the consumer’s judgement on the
newly completed service from the provider. The result of
judgement can be in two values, either ‘success’ or ‘fail’,
relating to the performance of the provider.
The service experience Exp includes two elements
SN um and SRate, (recall Definition 3). SN um and SRate
can be updated by the following two formulas.
(
SN um0 + 1 judgement : success
SN um =
(2)
SN um0
judgement : f ail
(
SN um0 +1
judgement = ‘success0
SN um0 /SRate0 +1
SRate =
0
SN um
judgement : f ail
SN um0 /SRate0 +1
(3)
Where the SN um0 and SRate0 represent the total success
times and the success rate before updating, respectively.
Suppose that Consumer C is satisfied with the service
provided by Provider P , C will give the evaluation result,
‘success’ for P on this service. In this situation, Formulas
2 and 3 will be used to update the record of P ’s experience
from (0.7, 35) to (0.706, 36).
Suppose that Consumer C is not happy with the service,
C will give elevation result, ‘fail’ for P on this service. In
this situation, Formulas 2 and 3 will be used to update the
record of P ’s experience from (0.7, 35) to (0.686, 35).
By using this updating method, PBTrust can dynamically
update records of service experience for all agents in open
environments and can also accumulate information to show
general performance of each agent, without a central control
mechanism.

B. Experience Weight Calculation
Experience weight EW represents the general performance of a service provider on this service. The higher
the experience weight, the more contribution to the trust
calculation. EW is constructed by two factors, F sr and
F sn. F sr represents the contribution to EW from the
successful rate while F sn is the contribution to the EW
from the total number of successful performance of the
provider in history. EW is defined by the following formula.

IV. P RIORITY- BASED T RUST C ALCULATION
The Priority-based Trust Calculation Module is used to
produce the reputation values for potential service providers
from four perspectives, which are the provider’s experience
on the service, the similarity of priorities distributions on
attributes between the referenced service and the requested
service, the suitability of the potential provider for the
requested service and the time effectiveness of ratings from
third parties. These perspectives have the contributions to the
final reputation value from different views and are defined by
separate formulas. This section gives the detail introduction
of this module.

EW = F sr × F sn
The F sr can be obtained by the following formula.
(
0 SRate < Sthreshold
F sr =
1 SRate ≥ Sthreshold
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(5)

(6)

direction and the attributes priorities of requested service
and referenced service are totally different, so the provider’s
performance in reference can’t reflect the requested service.
For example, there are a service request with the attributes
Cost, Speed and Quality and the priority of each attributes
is as vector Req =< 0.3, 0.5, 0.2 >. Then two of the
references with the same attributes and orders from service
provider 1 and 2’s vectors are =< 0.3, 0.5, 0.2 > and
=< 0, 0, 1 >. Through calculating, we can see that the
similarity of provider 1’s reference and request service is
1 and provider 2’s reference and request service is about
0.32. That means that the service of service provider 1’s
reference is the same service as the request service and the
reference offered by service provider 2 is a service that a
little like the requested service. So when we calculate the
reputation of two service providers we must give different
weights for that two different reference based on reference
similarity.

The idea behind Formula 6 is to evaluate whether the
success rate on the service by the provider meets the basic
requirement by the consumer, i.e. SRate ≥ Sthreshold
and vice versa. If SRate ≥ Sthreshold, the provider can
reach the basic requirement to provide the request service,
but whether it can be selected to offer service will be based
on its trust value, F sr = 1. Otherwise, F sr = 0.
F sn is defined by Formula 7.
F sn = 1 − e−

SN um
λ

(7)

The reason for calculating F sn by using an exponential
increasing function is that the high success number on the
service means the rich experience. When the success number
achieves a very large value, the increase of F sn becomes
slowly. Here λ is a coefficient to control the speed changing
in the curve which can be adjusted by users based on
different application domains.
C. Similarity Calculation

D. Suitability Indicator Calculation

To what extent, can the reference reflect the potential
performance on the requested service? To answer this
question, we should consider the similarity of priorities
between the requested service and the referenced service. In
PBTrust model, we use a matrix to describe a service (recall
Definition 1). Since attributes in both requested service
and a referenced service are in the same order, we can
omit attributes during similarity calculation. Now, a service
description matrix becomes a vector which includes priority
values for corresponding attributes. We can use dot product
of two vectors.If angle between two vectors’ direction are
named θ, the dot product of two vectors indicates the cosine
value of angle θ in mathematics.

The purpose of suitability indicator is to predict the
potential performance of a provider on the requested service
by using two pieces of information, reference ratings and
the priorities of attributes in the requested service. The
suitability indicator of the ith reference can be calculated
by the following formula.
SIndi =

n
X

Rk × CWk

(8)

k=1

where CWk represents the weight of k th attributes for the
requested service by the consumer, and Rk is rating vale for
the k th attribute given by the ith referee.
E. Timestamp Calculation

Figure 1.

The purpose of using the timestamp to evaluate the
influence of references on the trust value is to eliminate
or reduce the effect of out-of-date ratings depending on the
value of T in a reference, (recall Definition 5). The method
for the timestamp calculation is borrowed from the same
concept used in the CR model [15]. Timestamp for the ith
reference report is calculated by the following formula.

Dot product of two vectors

T Stampi = e−

From figure.1 we can see that the vector SReq means the
priorities vector of service request and the SRef indicates
the priorities vector of service reference. θ is the angle
between vector SReq and SRef . Because all priorities of
attributes are positive numbers and the sum of them is 1, so
the range of angle θ is [0◦ , 90◦ ], so the range of cos θ is
[0,1]. If θ = 0◦ and cos θ = 1 means there are no difference
between two vectors’ direction and the attributes priorities of
requested service and referenced service are the same, so the
provider’s performance in reference can completely reflect
the requested service. Oppositely, if θ = 90◦ and cos θ = 0
means there are the biggest difference between two vectors’

∆t(i)
λ

(9)

where ∆t(i) means the time difference between the time
when the ith reference was generated and the current time,
and λ is an coefficient to control the speed changing in the
time curve depending on application domains.
V. E XPERIMENT AND C OMPARISON
The purpose of this experiment is to approve that our
priority-based trust calculation and rich context format to
represent reputation ratings can provide better performance
than the CR model in service provider selection. Due to
the page limitation, the experiment provided in this paper
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Provider No.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

service, changes. Similarity value (Sim) is calculated by
Formula 7.
The requested priority distributions for three cases are
given below.
Case 1: Sim = 1


Cost Speed Quality
SDes =
0.0
0.3
0.7

Ratings
< 100, 50, 0 >
<100, 0, 50 >
<50, 100, 0 >
<50, 0, 100 >
<0, 100, 50 >
<0, 50, 100 >

Table I
R EFERENCE R ATINGS FOR P ROVIDERS

emphasizes only on the two items in trust calculation module, Similarity of Priority Distribution on attributes between
reference service and requested service and Suitability Indicator (recall Formula 3). Timestamp item (TStamp) and
Experience Weight item (EW) are not tested in this experiment.

Case 2: Sim ≈ 0.1

Cost Speed
SDes =
0.8
0.2

Quality
0.0



Case 3: Sim ≈ 0.77

Cost Speed
SDes =
0.2
0.5

Quality
0.3



B. Experiment Analysis
Case 1: Sim=1
The requested service has the same priority distribution
with completed service of 6 potential providers. The trust
values by using PBTrsut and the CR models of 6 providers
are listed separately in the following table.

A. Experimental Setting
In the experiment, we use 6 service providers, 60 service
consumers, and 4 different scenarios under different similarities to test PBTrust performance in a open environment.
The notable model, CR model, was used as the benchmark
to evaluate the test results of PBTrust.
Provider setting: In this experiment, each service provider
only needs to provide 1 reference report to show their previous performance on requested service. The service used in
the experiment contains 3 attributes, which are cost, speed,
and quality. In order to simplify the experiment, we let 6
reference reports provided from 6 potential providers, respectively under the same priority distribution on attributes.
The values of service experience of six providers are all set
as <100%,100>. The reason for this setting is to remove
influence of Item EW (experience weight, recall Formula
3) for the trust calculation since testing EW is not the main
purpose of this experiment. The service description used in 6
reference reports is described as follows based on Definition
1.


Cost Speed Quality
SDes =
0.0
0.3
0.7

Provider No.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Trust in PBTust
15
35
30
70
65
85

Trust in CR
15
35
30
70
65
85

Table II
T RUST VALUES IN C ASE 1

From Table 2, we can see that P6 has the highest trust
value in both models and will be selected by the consumer
in Case 1 by both models. The performance of two models
are same when similarity value is 1, i.e. the distribution
of priorities on attributes in both referenced and requested
services are same.
Case 2: Sim ≈ 0.1
The similarity value is very low in this case. That means
the requested service has very different emphases on attributes comparing with the referenced service. In this case,
Attribute ‘cost’ has the highest priority value while the same
attribute in the referenced service has the lowest priority
value. That means this attribute should play an important
role for evaluating a trust value on a potential provider for
this requested service. The trust values of 6 providers by
using PBTrsut and the CR models are listed separately in
Table 3. From Table 3, we can see that P1 has the highest
trust value in PBTrust and P6 has the highest trust value in
the CR model.
From Table 1 we can see the reference ratings for P1
is < 100, 50, 0 > and for P6 is <0, 50, 100 >. Even if
the overall ratings for P1 and P6 are same, the ratings on

From the service description, we can know that the quality
was the most important attribute in the service and the cost is
not an issue for previous consumers who provided reference
reports.
We name six providers as P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , and P6 .
Six reference reports show the performance of six providers
under the same service description. These reports give
ratings of providers for their performance in each attributes
show in the following table.
Consumer setting: The consumer sends the following 3 service requests with different priority distribution on attributes
of the service. The purpose for using three difference cases
is to see the difference between PBTrust and CR models
when the similarity value, between priority distributions on
attributes in reference services and that of in requested
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Provider No.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Trust in PBTust
8.6
7.6
5.7
3.8
1.9
1

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Trust in CR
15
35
30
70
65
85

In this paper, the PBTrust model was proposed for selection of service providers in general service-oriented environments. In PBTrust, the trust generation on a service provider
was based on the consideration of third party evaluation,
its overall performance in the history, the suitability for the
requested service under requested priories of attributes of
the service by the consumer, as well as weighted ratings
from third party references based on time stamps. Since
the reputation of a service provider is derived from third
party referees in a rich context format,it can be easily
used to handle different types of services. In PBTrust, the
record of agent experience can also be updated dynamically
without using a central mechanism. This feature can make
PBTrust be able to work in open and dynamic environments.
The experimental result demonstrated that PBTrust could
perform better than the CR model for service selection in
service-oriented environments.
The experiment in this paper was in a relatively simple
scenario and conducted in a laboratory environment. In the
future, we will do the further experiments with complex
scenarios and test PBTrust in real world applications.

Table III
T RUST VALUES IN C ASE 2

individual attributes are different. P6 ’s performance on Attribute, ‘Cost’, is very low and cannot meet the requirement
in the requested service. P1 has the best performance on
Attribute, ’Cost’, and same performance as P6 on Attribute,
‘Speed’. Even if P1 ’s performance on Attribute, ‘Quality’,
this attribute is not considered seriously in the consumer.
Therefore, P1 is the most suitable provider for Case 2. The
experimental result shows that PBTrust model selected the
right provider while the CR model chose a wrong one. P6
has a risk to complete the service in Case 2.
Case 3: Sim ≈ 0.77
Case 1 and Case 2 are two extreme cases. Case 3
represents one of normal general cases. The similarity value
is 0.77 in this case. The consumer put ‘Speed’ in the
first priority and also considers ‘Quality’ and ‘Cost’ as the
second and third priorities, respectively. The trust values of
6 providers by using PBTrsut and the CR models are listed
separately in Table 4. From Table 4, we can see that P5
Provider No.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Trust in PBTust
34.5
26.8
46
30.7
49.8
42.2
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